
The Wine Steward’s 

RED  

COLLECTOR 
W I N E   C L U B 

October 2021 
 

WINE:  2019 Tilth Cabernet Sauvignon  
 

SOURCE:  Napa Valley 
 

GRAPES:  100% Cabernet Sauvignon 

         

ATTITUDE:  Irresistible Ink  

 

FOOD:  Once again, a Ribeye!   
 

ECLIPSING the ORIGINAL SUBMISSION   

We provided you with the 2018 iteration of Tilth Cabernet Sauvignon in December of last year.  We told 

you the story of young culinarian Jason Driscoll and his wife Hillary taking the dive into winemaking, 

resulting in the birth of the ‘Tilth’ and ‘Hibou’ projects.  We surmised that a background of a food career 

motivated the style of that 2018, which featured a leaner, higher-acid/tannin framework; the “structure” 

that positively reacts with rich proteins (a la Ribeye!).   
 

Now, at 6:15 a.m., I have this 2019 bottling open at my desk.  Yes, 6:15 a.m.  If a palate will be sensitive 

to tannins and acids it’s right now, with a just-awakened, freshly-toothbrushed tongue.  I pour an ounce or 

two into my Bordeaux-style glass and am instantly daunted by the intensely inky color:  “This tongue’s in 

trouble!”  I take a furtive sniff and, intrigued and increasingly engaged, a deeper one:  What a beautiful and 

comforting collection of black fruit compote and freshly-tilled, dark, damp earth!  I’m being drawn in; my 

mouth is pulled to the rim of the glass as if it’s the Dark Lord’s ring of power beckoning me.  “Oh no, I’m 

committing!!”  And – WOW! – this wine is DELICIOUS!!  The young black fruit with an aura of violets, 

espresso, black olive, and dark chocolate is irresistibly, sappily-yet-importantly, vitally and vividly freaking 

delicious.  Yes, this Cab is ‘compact’ at its young age with lots of potential for a slow unwind in your 

cellar, but – MAN! – what a sexylicious Cab for an “Oops!  Honey, I just uncorked a 2019” night! 
 

‘Tilth’ refers to the assessment of the soil’s health and ability to foster a valuable crop.  Jason Driscoll has 

identified ‘good tilth’ in two Napa Valley vineyards - one in Rutherford and the other in the hills of South 

Napa – to reference for this 613-case production wine.  The price has gone up by a dollar or two, 

probably anticipating little or no 2020 (the Year of Smoke) being bottled, but that’s of little concern.  You 

are in the presence of a Cabernet which would price far higher from a more known and “culty” provider.              
 

54.99 / 49.49 for all wine club members 



 

 

WINE:  2017 Miner Family ‘Emily’s’ Cabernet Sauvignon  
 

 

SOURCE:  Stagecoach Vineyard & Chiles Valley  
 

 

ATTITUDE:  Getting Stagecoach-y!   

 

GRAPES:  95% Cabernet Sauvignon, 4% Merlot, 

         1% Cabernet Franc 

 

FOOD:    Roasted / Braised Meats (short ribs)   

 
 

 

 

I Meant to Do That 
  

I tasted this with its vendor one month ago and immediately spoke for it for your club.  The wine arrived 

the other day – along with eleven others for October - and was placed in the wine club queue, awaiting 

your pickup.  I brought a bottle upstairs to crack open for a refresher impression, which often inspires the 

printed drivel produced here (you should see my office). 
 

And then:  “Oh hell, we already clubbed this!”      
 

This happened once before, when neither the vendor nor Yours Truly recognized the repetition of a club 

submission.  How we backpedaled and creatively justified the “I meant to do that” goof-up back then is 

how we will once more:  This isn’t REALLY the same wine.  “Blackberries, cassis, and coffee” were my 

scent and flavor descriptors in the 2020 notes.  That’s no longer the case.  From this more evolved version 

of ‘Emily’s’ (honoring Miner’s co-founder who succumbed to cancer) Cabernet Sauvignon we are 

witnessing less fruit and more LOCATION.  Stagecoach Vineyard, high above the Napa Valley to the east, 

is talking now.  This very distinctively-perceived source is saying ‘Sagebrush, dust, leather, and dried 

cherries’ in the nose.  The mouthfeel is less sexy now, becoming more “anxious” with a tanginess that has 

changed the menu.  
 

Yes, the second submission of evidence in my defense:  The meal for this Cabernet is different now.  

‘Lamb lollipops,’ an entrée you’d grill for a mere five minutes, was the original recommendation for the 

more youthfully fruit-oriented wine.  Now, with a rugged earthiness beginning to prevail, we want 

comfort food.  How perfect that in August of 2020 the weather and this Cabernet encouraged a trip out to 

the grill and that now – with a week of rain finally in the forecast – we can hunker down, light a fire, and 

slow-cook a pot roast or short ribs to accompany this very different wine.   
 

I rest my case.   
 

54.99 / 49.49 for all wine club members 



The Wine Steward’s 

World Class 
W I N E   C L U B 

October 2021  
 

WINE:  2010 Sidewood ‘Mappinga’ Shiraz   

SOURCE:  Adelaide Hills, South Australia 

GRAPES:  100% Shiraz 

ATTITUDE:  Durable Classic    

FOOD:  Powerful 
 

STRETCH! 

Upon finding your favorite kind of wine after many exploratory tries it can be too easy to abandon that 

spirit of exploration and become stuck in a rut of drinking that one kind of wine all the time.  I therefore 

applaud you openminded, continually adventurous wine club participants, and members of this World 

Class Club in particular.  What YOU especially accept, even embrace, is the idea of “Never the Same.”  

This month’s provision nurtures that attitude with an eleven-year-old, classically-styled Australian Shiraz. 
 

This is different for the rarity of its type landing in your club.  We don’t take you to Australia very often.  

A category that was selling like gangbusters when we first opened our doors two decades ago has since 

waned in popularity.  Did we “O.D.” on Shiraz?  Have we given it enough time off to tentatively return to 

the subject?  It is also different for its age.  We might show you an older Spanish Rioja now and then, 

appreciating the way that wine mellows into something “suave” over time.  We might find you an aged 

Barolo or Bordeaux.  But older Australian Shiraz?  How can we be so bold as to give you this?  Witness 

the closure:  It is a screwcap.  That feature is what encouraged me to try this wine the first time around.  

While I knew the screwcap wouldn’t GUARANTEE longevity, I felt the odds of this Shiraz surviving were 

far better with this air-inhibiting seal compared with a cork finish.   
 

Then, upon trying this cool-climate (compared with Barossa to the north) Shiraz, I was simultaneously 

captivated and nostalgic.  Here was a time capsule, practically hermetically-sealed, keeping a nearly-

forgotten wine type preserved until I was ready to “go there” once more.  What’s attractive and 

meaningful to me might not be to you, but trying a great Shiraz after all these years is like seeing an old 

friend across a crowded room and greeting him with a knowing nod and smile.  James Halliday or 

Decanter Magazine or some other critic of repute awarded this 95 points.  I don’t care, because this wine 

is ON POINT for its type and remarkably alive for its age.  A myriad of scents fly from the glass, ranging 

from reckless cherries to camphor to figs and dates to redwood and cedar.  The mouth is smooth and rich 

and – at the same time – vibrantly tangy.  White pepper and black fruit flavors prevail.  This wine should 

make you very hungry.  Eat something big with it and celebrate a rare visit from an old friend!    
 

31.99 / 28.79 for Wine Club Members 



 

 

 

WINE:  2019 Saint-Galet 
 

 

SOURCE:  Chateauneuf-du-Pape, Rhone, France 
 

 

GRAPES:  80% Grenache, 12% Mourvèdre, 8% Syrah 
 

 

ATTITUDE:  Friendly 
 

 

FOOD:  Grilled Pork Tenderloin                                                                 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

SO SOON?? 

It has been but just a few months since we provided the 2018 vintage of this same wine.  No matter:  Most 

of you admire Southern Rhone reds as much as we do!  “But won’t a 2019 be too young to drink?”  Let’s 

address that concern: 
 

Saint-Galet had a different intended destination, the French restaurant market.  Throughout most of 2020 

that market was non-existent and this wine necessarily landed elsewhere.  Happily, it landed HERE.  

Now, consider:  A French restaurant would have needed a good wine with a fancy placename, an 

accommodating BTG (by the glass) bottle price, AND A DRINK-NOW STYLE.  Hence, this.   
 

Now, we’ve taught you to be wary of wines that are more “made” in the winery rather than reflecting 

what naturally happened in the vineyard.  In other words, there are plenty of concoction wines out there – 

particularly in the grocery stores – that see a good deal of manipulation behind locked cellar doors.  Is 

Saint-Galet thus “abused” in order to render a spineless chug-a-lug wine list selection? 
 

No, the “designing” of this very authentic yet oh-so-drinkable Chateauneuf involved less nefarious 

treatments.  Actually, it was allowed a LACK of treatment.  No small or new barrels were employed to 

enhance and enlarge its flavors with woodiness.  Rather, large tanks – concrete and enormous, neutrally-

flavored older casks were where this easygoing red took its cellar nap.  Now, factor in the cepage (recipe) 

of this Chateauneuf-du-Pape.  80% Grenache rather than the more typical 65% means you have less of the 

darkness and structure Syrah and Mourvèdre would normally confer, and more of Grenache’s cheery, 

easygoing early drinkability.  The 2019 vintage also confers a friendly tone counter to – especially – the 

dauntingly dark 2016 year. 
 

Any questions?!      
 

33.99 / 30.59 for Wine Club Members  



      The Wine Steward’s 

C A L I F O R N I A  
(Pacific Coast) 

W I N E   C L U B 
October 2021 

 

WINE:  2017 Romeo ‘Sempre Vive’ Cabernet Sauvignon 
 

SOURCE:  Napa Valley  
      

GRAPES:  “May contain some Petit Verdot” 
 

ATTITUDE:  Dark, durable pleasure   
 

FOOD:  Grilled meats, medium rare!   
 

 

ANOTHER SLAM DUNK   

I get twitchy upon hearing a vintage of one of our fave wines is selling out and transitioning to a new year.  

Mother Nature constantly reminds, “No two vintages are the same,” and we’ve too often seen a great 

bottling replaced by a lesser one.  Romeo Vineyards has transcended that tendency, as The Wine Steward 

has observed.  This Cabernet – along with a reserve version and one or two Sempre Vive Merlots – might 

be the SIXTH wine we’ve “clubbed” from this producer.  Now, THAT’S consistency! 

 

With a label design that’s not the most “hip” and the minor dilemma of what to call this wine (“Romeo” or 

“Sempre Vive”??) I encourage you to look beyond these quirks and admire the product itself.  Perhaps it is 

BECAUSE this producer is less concerned with spiffy marketing that you’re getting such a remarkable 

Cabernet for the price. 

 

This is none other than SINGLE VINEYARD CALISTOGA JUICE, where the neighbors charge far more 

for THEIR bottles.  Frank Romeo purchased this sizable property in 1966, long before Napa Valley 

vineyard prices shot upward.  That savvy purchase, along with the sustenance of a non-wine family 

business, certainly contribute to our being able to drink this great Cabernet on a week night. 

 

Now, many of you know this wine very well based on our years of providing it.  Certainly, there are 

several who have just savored their last bottle of the 2016 vintage (we have a little more, but there’s no 

more after that!).  That easy drinker is followed by a more youthfully-structured 2017.  It’s not at all 

“painful” to drink, but having some grilled protein alongside would certainly enhance the experience.  

AND, to my mind and palate, this 2017 can also cellar for some years.  A single-vineyard Napa Valley 

Cabernet Sauvignon that you can actually stock up on and age for:     
  

23.99 / 21.59 for all wine club members 



 

  

       WINE:  2019 Aerena Cabernet Sauvignon       

 

     SOURCE:  “North Coast,” but we’ll elaborate  

 

     GRAPES:  100% Cabernet Sauvignon, we believe 

 

          ATTITUDE:  Truth  

 

          FOOD:  Burgers (good ones)    

 

 

 

 

REALNESS 
 

It’s all relative.  In case you’re saying this Aerena is the lesser of the two Cabernets we’re providing this 

month let me politely point out the price difference.  We think we’ve found you a nice wine for less.   

More significantly to The Wine Steward, we’ve found you a REAL wine with actual pedigree. 

 

“REAL”:  While the North Coast designation has one imagining a search for cheap grapes wherever they’re 

to be found north of San Francisco Bay, we can assure you all the fruit comes more site-specifically from 

the Red Hills of Lake County, home of the Gregory Graham wines and near where longtime TWS fave 

Obsidian hails from.  Lake County has become a solution for the typical Napa Valley winery’s wish to 

feature a lower-priced tier of wines.  The quality of fruit from there is very good per the lower price per 

ton.   

 

“PEDIGREE”:  Aerena is, in fact, the second-tier product of a rather fancy Napa Valley concern, Blackbird 

Vineyards.  This winery from whom we’ve also achieved a Red Collector Club placement has great talent 

at its winemaking helm, namely Aaron Pott.  This UC Davis graduate first worked at Newton, then 

headed for France to experience winemaking at two of Bordeaux’s most prestigious chateaux.  After 

returning to Napa for work at Beringer, Pott started his own high-end line of wines and consults for other 

wineries such as Blackbird / Aerena.  You’re in good hands! 

 

This Cabernet, less unctuous than the Sempre Vive, is no less characterful.  In flavor there are black fruits 

as well as very “real” Cabernet flavors of herbs, tobacco, and pepper.  Most importantly, the palate feel has 

an energetic “crunch” to it.  Rather than landing with a thud and staying too long like a bad houseguest, 

Aerena refreshes with good energy.  “How necessary is an energetic Cabernet?”  How big is your burger?!    

 
 

18.99 / 17.09 for all members 

 



                                                  

 The Wine Steward’s 

Wine 

Adventurer’s 
W I N E   C L U B 

October 2021 

 

 

WINE:  2018 Casale del Giglio  
 

SOURCE:  Lazio, Italy 
 

GRAPES:  100% Cesanese 
 

 

STYLE:  Beyond the red-checkered tablecloth! 
 

 

 

FOOD:  Pasta with “robust” sauces 
 

 

Let’s All Say it Together 
  

“CHAY-suh-NAY-say!”  Now you can ask for it by name!  What you’ve just carefully pronounced is the 

name of a grape, THE red grape of Lazio, the region known more for hosting Italy’s capital Rome than for 

its wine quality.  If you’re drinking white wine there it’s bound to be Frascati, which only rarely aspires to 

“better than serviceable.”  When it’s red it’s probably Cesanese, which until lately followed that theme of 

lower quality. 
 

But when I tasted this with our vendor Angelino I did a double take:  Seeing “Cesanese” on the label had 

me prepared for mundanity.  A sniff and a sip had me chiding myself for making such a foregone 

conclusion.  Here was a deeply-colored red presenting a rich, savory fragrance of herbs, beef, rosehips, 

and morello cherries.  On the palate there was a significant sensation of “mass” along with a workable 

amount of grit.  Not too much grit, mind you; a WORKABLE amount!  Flavors of pomegranate, blood 

orange, and leather both placate and perturb the palate. 
 

That’s too many fancy words.  You know what?  This wine takes me straight back to childhood 

experiences of oh-so-Americanized Italian restaurants with plastic grape clusters hanging from the ceiling 

and candles melting over ‘fiasco’ Chianti bottles, AND red-checkered tablecloths!  Remember that to get 

in the mood for this wine.  This Cesanese exudes that idea of the “delicious commonplace” BUT is far 

better than anything you would have ordered off the wine list back in that day.  Here is REAL, and 

REALLY GOOD wine for the peeps!     
 

21.49 / 19.34 for wine club members 



 

 

 

 

WINE:  2018 San Silvestro ‘Passito’  

 

SOURCE:  Piedmont, Italy 

 

GRAPES:  100% Barbera 

 

ATTITUDE:  Endearing Enrichment! 

 

FOOD:  Roasts, Lamb, Aged Cheeses  

 

 

 

ACCOMMODATION 
 

I nearly showed you a Barbera d’Alba from Vietti this month.  It is delicious.  It is authentic.  It therefore 

meets the parameters.  I may still “club” it in the not-too-distant future.  Why the hesitation?  THIS got in 

the way.  From one of our favorite vendors of Italian wine, Angelino, comes a 100% Barbera with a skosh 

more room in the seat and thighs (Levi’s for Men advertisement, circa 1977). 
 

Angelino is a cool dude.  We’ve known him for a long time but have only bought from him intermittently, 

with other suppliers of Italy being in line in front of him.  Angelino personally imported two beautiful 

gondolas from Venice and started a business on Oakland’s Lake Merritt where he or his staff would 

provide half-hour boat rides, complete with Italian aria serenading!  He has since sold that business but 

continues with his other line of work, wine vending.  All that he shows us is truthful, place correct, and 

not sold down the street.  This is finally dawning on us, and we’re upping our game with Angelino! 
 

This Barbera from the land of Barolo underwent a certain winemaking process in order to placate the 

foreign wine naysayer.  Much like the process of making Amarone in the Veneto, San Silvestro DRIED the 

harvested Barbera grapes before crushing them.  Unlike Amarone, these grapes are deliberately 

dehydrated for not months, but weeks.  That’s long enough for some of the water within to evaporate, 

leaving behind shrunken berries rendering more concentrated, yummylicious textures and flavors.   
 

Barbera can handle this treatment/abuse because it’s a higher-acid variety.  When rendered more 

traditionally it is often TOO acidic for the American wine drinker who forgets to eat with his or her wine.  

With San Silvestro’s unique bottling we witness the sauciness of the Appassimento Method AND the 

vibrancy inherent in Barbera.  This wine, though enlarged, retains its acids and remains credible for the 

food and wine pairing afficionado.  Imagine what you’d have with an Amarone (without paying as much!) 

and cook accordingly.  Winter roasts and / or risotto are the idea!! 
 

21.99 / 19.79 for Wine Club Members 



 

The Wine Steward’s 

 ‘Here ‘n There’  

White Wine 
W I N E   C L U B 

October 2021 
 

 

 

 

WINE:  2020 Corte Gardoni ‘Greoto’    
 

SOURCE:  Custoza, Verona, Italy 

 

 

GRAPES:  50% Garganega, 25% Trebbiano,        

        10% Trebbianello, 10% Cortese,  

         5% Manzoni Bianco 
 

ATTITUDE:  Lush & Easygoing 
 

FOOD:  Salads, Fish, Appies  
 

GARGANEGA RETURNS with FRIENDS!!!! 
 

Tokyo, One Month Later: 

There was little time to celebrate Garganega’s triumph over Monster X, especially with one-time ally 

Godzilla leaving in a huff.  With the Japanese army’s tanks and artillery in disarray, Garganega was truly 

alone in the never-ending defense of the city.  What strangely-configured and ridiculously-named foe 

might attack next?  Then, on the distant horizon, help unlooked-for suddenly appeared:  Ninja Turtles 

Trebbiano, Trebaniello, and Cortese arrived - joined by their trusty mechanical dachshund Manzoni 

Bianco - to the rescue! 
 

Thus, even more valuable writing space is wastefully spent.   
 

We are taking you a half hour south of Lake Garda to a region where the same glacial flow that created the 

lake laid bare this wine region replete with fertile moraine soils.  This wine was shown to us by our Kermit 

Lynch Imports representative Daniel, who at the same time chided himself for taking so long to bring us 

this longtime, affordable item in the portfolio. 
 

I was happy to finally have something a little more affordable (and therefore clubbable) from this venerable 

importer of whom most of you have heard.  While not overly complex, that’s sort of the idea of this wine.  

You’re not meant to think too hard about it, but just enjoy its careless and refreshing effect of orchard 

fruits and a vague herbaceous-ness.  No oak barrels got in the way of this lighthearted declaration of 

“ahhh!”  JUST DRINK IT.   

 
 

14.99 / 13.49 for all wine club members 



 

 

 

 

 

WINE:  2018 Miner Family Viognier    
 

SOURCE:  Paso Robles 
 

GRAPES:  100% Viognier 
 

ATTITUDE:  It Works!! 
 

FOOD:  Thanksgiving (start practicing now!)  

 

 
 

 

MY FEARS ALLAYED 

I worry a lot.  Certainly every small business owner does, but MY worries are rather particular to THIS 

unique business.  I worried when our wine rep for Miner Family pulled this bottle from her bag.  I 

worried that it was Viognier, a varietal known for overachievement; a frequent provider of too much of a 

good thing; delicious by the little sip but dysfunctional by the entire, wearying glass.  I worried that it was 

a 2018 and not a fresher ’19 or, better yet for its prospects of “zing,” a ’20.  I especially fretted over the 

identification of “Paso Robles” on the label.  A hot region known for supersizing its wines wouldn’t be my 

first pick for restraint-needy Viognier. 

 

Yet, upon smelling and tasting this unlikely Paso Viognier from a Napa Valley producer I was impressed.  

But then, more worrying:  Could I ever submit a Viognier to our White Wine Club members?  Would 

you ever approve of a wine not necessarily admired for lean-ness and vibrancy, those traits most often 

incurring repeat sales?  Then, Cathy - my ever-worrying business partner - arrived.  I asked her, this 

preferer of lively white wine, if this Miner Viognier could ever be considered for the club.  She tasted it, 

said “Yes, of course!” and my concerns were allayed.    

 

It’s not as warm out there these days, justifying the provision of a white with a little more fragrance and 

flesh on its bones.  But the clincher, THE reason for this wine happening right now is its nearly 

uncontestable success with a certain upcoming feast.  That would be THANKSGIVING, that meal when 

the dinner table has its extra leaves added, if only to accommodate the vast carnival of dishes.  This one 

wine can rule them all.  Those scents of honeysuckle and tropical fruit, that viscosity of texture (plus good 

acidity in this rare instance), the sumptuous-yet-refreshing flavor of grilled peach and dried pears . . . these 

are all up to the challenge of mating with the unlikely assembly of flavors most of us call “Thanksgiving 

Dinner”!  Start practicing now; we have more of this delicious, cautiously-unctuous wine to sell you!! 

 

19.99 / 17.99 for all wine club members 
 



The Wine Steward’s 

Tuesday 

Night 
W I N E   C L U B 

October 2021 
        

 

 

WINE:  2019 Lyeth Cabernet Sauvignon 
 

 

SOURCE:  California 
 

 

 

GRAPES:  Cabernet Sauvignon  

        plus a “touch” of Petit Verdot 

  

ATTITUDE:  Exuberance  

 

FOOD:  Burgers, Pizza, Small Animals       

WHAT IT’S ABOUT: 

In my relentless, exhausting, enduring, never-ending, sweat-inducing, palate-sacrificing pursuit of wines 

for your club (I’m being silly, but I DO taste a lot of mediocre-to-bad stuff to identify the good) it is 

always easier to find value from the more off-the-beaten-path wine types than from the popular and most-

demanded.  California Cabernet is one of the toughies.   

 

At the Tuesday Night Wine Club price level the Cabernets I’m shown nearly always taste “wrong” in one 

way or the other.  They can be too herbal, too thin, too badly-labeled, too caustic with tannins, under-

fruited, or – most criminally to my wine sensibilities – too “fixed” with artificial additives.  Frequent 

readers of these notes (and we know some of you Tuesday Nighters DO read your notes!) have heard this 

from me before so I’ll not digress this time around.  Therefore, moving on:     

 

It is with great pleasure that we bring you THIS.  Here is a good-looking bottle (we taste with our eyes 

first, yes?) with honestly good contents within.  87% Cabernet Sauvignon is joined by 13% Petite Verdot 

to furnish a fragrant nose of fruit and freshly-turned soil, a mouth with cherry and berry flavors, and a 

textural effect of both indulgence and honesty.  This wine is ripe enough to please the casual consumer’s 

palate yet true enough to the idea of Cabernet Sauvignon to sustain this wine buyer’s credibility.   

 

I believe it would hold up well to the hearty and nearly-sweet flavors of generously-sauced baby back ribs.  

Shall we find out?! 

11.99 / 10.79 for all wine club members 



  

 

 

WINE:  2020 Domaine Notre Dame des Pallieres 

 

SOURCE:  Sablet, Rhone Valley, France  

 

GRAPES:  60% Grenache / 40% Syrah 

                   Or 

         50% Grenache / 50% Syrah 

 

ATTITUDE:  Gorgeous 

 

FOOD:  Grilled anything! 

 

 

SLAM DUNK: 
   

If we are going to raise your monthly rate from 24.99 to 29.99 per month we will justify by mentioning 

we’ve been eating the sales tax all these years and it’s higher than ever.  We could bemoan administrative 

costs.  Then there are the credit card fees.  But – darn it – I also want to give you slightly better wine.  

Thank you for sticking with us so we can provide just that. 
 

It happens here:  You are in the presence of a gorgeous Southern Rhone red.  Note the two versions of 

“cepage” (ingredients given above).  This happens a lot on European wine tech sheets.  Getting the 

percentages right isn’t the main concern.  What’s important:  Representing the LOCATION in your 

bottle.  This winery, based in Gigondas near Chateauneuf-du-Pape, renders bottlings from all the 

significant Southern Rhone villages.  All are Grenache-based yet each has a distinctive local character.  We 

are talking about villages which are sometimes a mere two miles apart, yet soil types and exposures factor 

in to give us a nice geographical survey of different GSM’s (no ‘M’ in this example, sorry!). 
 

The village of Sablet is just a couple miles north of more famous Gigondas and just 1.5 miles south of 

another wine village, Seguret.  This place is so crowded with great wine villages!!  I’d happily provide 

some tourist advice over a glass of wine if you’d ever like to head here (the rental house we recently 

inhabited for a week was especially bitchin’).   
 

But back to the wine:  This red - which never saw a barrel nor ever wanted to - is a delicious expression of 

the Southern Rhone “wine mood.”  This is the place where you might get kissed not two, but THREE 

times.  This is the place of sunflowers, lavender, and outdoor grilling.  The French are a little nicer to you 

here.  I think that’s because they’re happier about the warmer climate and the delicious wines it affords.  

Southern hospitality gets into this bottle!!    

 

18.49 / 16.64 for ALL wine club members 


